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Free website generator for mobile apps; privacy policy, app-ads.txt support and more...
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About Floating Apps - PDF Module


This app provides PDF rendering capabilities to Floating Apps (and other apps) and doesn't work alone. However, it's necessary for Floating PDF Viewer and Floating Document Viewer to work correctly. 

Download Floating Apps from Google Play and experience real multitasking on your Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lwi.android.flappsfull

Visit our website:  
https://www.floatingapps.net

Floating Apps is the largest and the most advanced collection of floating apps available on Google Play. Each floating app is a small app that opens in a window and floats over all other apps unlocking real multitasking on your Android phone or tablet!
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Float It; Multitasking Master
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We should be a Multitasking Master for today’s busy life. ⚡While we...
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SEO SERP mojo - Rank Tracker
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SERP mojo rank tracker - Find out and track where your websites...
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The GuestU App is the perfect technological solution to Engage with your...
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Support Tool
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This app is capable of the following:Timing setting to disable the supportable...
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It was user idiocy - i hadn't authorized the apps to float above other apps. FIXED
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excellent app i m using floating before 2 years.


	




	




	




	




	








Rayhan aarbi
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Jeremy Kane
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The best thing that has happened to my phone and to my life in 2021... Thanks to the developer for a perfect job weldone. Can't believe they're forcing everyone like some stupid developers do to become premi...


	




	




	




	




	








Ifeanyichukwu Jonathan Okolie
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Great app that allows its users to use their phone like a desktop with multiple windows and allow thibgs to continue going in the background like youtube while still using other apps without interference. No...


	




	




	




	




	








Samantha Currier
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better than every full featured pdf reader
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